M3 MAU-I //

MOBILE ACCESS UNIT–INDUSTRIAL MODEL

PAT E NT PENDING

RAILCAR PORTABLE ACCESS //

No expediting fees on mobile access units.
In-stock and ready to ship.

12"- deep safety cage raises
handrail height to 42+ inches
Unit is load tested for
500-Ib capacity
Multiple persons shown for
load testing purposes only.
Typical use is for a single user.

Ladder telescopes to fit varying
heights: 10'-14' or 12'-16' ranges
Stainless locks secure
ladder in position
Tow handle with locking brake
Double-locking winch
Ruggedly designed base makes
unit steady in working position
Solid “no flat” tires

RAISED POSITION SHOWN

// RAILCAR PORTABLE ACCESS

MAU-I RAILCAR PORTABLE UNIT
SafeRack’s MAU-I portable platform serves as a railcar loading rack for the inspection or venting of railcars in multiple locations around your
facility. While SafeRack’s portable units are easily adjusted and highly maneuverable, the base of the rolling platform is exceptionally stable to
ensure on-the-job safety. Because of its stability, this unit does not need to rest on the railcar.
The portable unit is built to last. SafeRack uses only the highest-quality materials in the construction of its portable platforms to ensure that
they operate dependably for years. Each unit has a certified self-supporting 500-Ib load capacity.

MOBILE ACCESS UNIT–INDUSTRIAL MODEL

TRUCK PORTABLE ACCESS //

PAT E NT PENDING

Optional YellowGate®. /

// TRUCK PORTABLE ACCESS

MAU-I TRUCK PORTABLE UNIT

These truck access platforms are maneuverable, adjustable, stable and will
provide safe, dependable operation for years to come. Special modifications can
be requested for accessing ISO containers as well, but are not standard.
Strong, self-supporting design offers stable access to tank trucks without the
requirement to rest on the truck. This durable construction means very little
maintenance to worry about in years to come.

PORTABLE ACCESS //

SAFERACK®

| MAU-I PORTABLE UNIT

Popular for accessing vehicles where permanent platforms aren’t practical, the MAU-I unit can be designed for your choice of railcar access or
tank truck access. The stable design and quality construction provide a safe and dependable rolling platform with fall protection. The SafeRack
portable ladder system is easy to roll and maneuver into position. The ladder height is easily adjustable to varying heights with an easy-to-crank
hand winch. Once adjusted, the ladder locks in place with high-quality stainless steel safety pins. Two available sizes. Specially designed where
you do not have to specify the orientation of the unit. Our MAU-I quickly changes from parallel to perpendicular in the field. Special modifications
can be requested for accessing ISO containers as well.

PARALLEL CONFIGURATION
This configuration allows the operator to
maneuver the unit in tight spaces while still
being able to access your vehicles.

Adjustable wheel
locations let you
decide your MAU-I
configuration in
the field
// PARALLEL
// PERPENDICULAR

FEATURES //
// Solid, 16-inch, “No Flat” Tires
// Double-Locking Winch
// Unit is Self Supporting and
Does Not Have to Rest on Vehicle
// Ladder Telescopes to reach Multiple Heights
// Stainless Locks Secure Ladder In Position
// Unit is load tested for 500-LB capacity
MAU-I 1014 Model M3 // 10'-14' working range
MAU-I 1216 Model M3 // 12'-16' working range

// Tow Handle With Locking Brake
// Slip-Resistant Walk Surface
// 4-Rail Safety Cage Raises Handrail
Height to 42+ Inches
// Leveling Jacks
// Perpendicular/Parallel Configuration
// Hot-Dipped Galvanized Steel Base

// Lightweight Aluminum Ladder
and Safety Cage
// Ships Broken Down for Box
Truck Delivery
// Easily Assembled in 1/2 Day
// Fast Deliveries Available
MADE IN THE USA
SafeRack products are proudly manufactured &
assembled in the United States by skilled artisans
with over 100 years of combined experience.

PATENT P ENDING

// PORTABLE ACCESS

MOBILE ACCESS UNIT–INDUSTRIAL MODEL

PERPENDICULAR CONFIGURATION
This design allows the unit to approach the
vehicle in a perpendicular manner, which
provides accurate spotting of the MAU-I.
This is the most popular configuration.

Telescoping
ladder is easily
adjusted with a
hand winch.

Optional YellowGate® Self-closing Safety Swing
Gate for added safety.

ACCESSORIES //
Optional Powered Unit
provides effortless mobility.
Unit is battery operated.
(Battery not included.) Easily
moves in forward and reverse.
Travels at manageable
walking speed.

